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victories the mind of the nation could never unaided have main-
tained that fierce emotional tension. \Yhut was noblest and most
abiding of the many factors that went to produce it oiyht to
have been maintained. But from a regime which took passive
acquiescence for granted instead of making certain of active
co-operation., and which was constitutionally incapable of true
delegation,, though it could abdicate,, no dlbrt ut maintenance
could be expected. The nation was not distracted by being given
responsibility. Thus when its mind was cleansed of the harmless
little devils of sentimental patriotism and uncritical enthusiasm
the regime made no endeavour to lilt the vacuum which was
therefore left to be filled by those malevolent fiends,, doubt,
war-weariness, and defeatism. Inevitably the war ceased to be
a people's war; inevitably the nation listened to those who called
upon it to make a people's peace*
When doubt began to creep in, not doubt of the Tightness of
the war, but doubt of the regime's ability to win irs the tiny
minority of professional pacifists and revolutionaries had for the
first time a suitable atmosphere in which to work, and so to
make their contribution towards the creation of a revolutionary
situation, for now the more orthodox Marxists were beginning
to remember the teachings of their prophets and the more intelli-
gent of the working class were beginning to question the wisdom
of their own enthusiasm in the form of questioning the wisdom
of the formal working-class leadership. The first public sign of
any real element of political discontent was the split in the
Socialist party, which ended in the formation (March 1916) of
the Independent Socialist party*—an act of doctrinaire courage
which has never received that recognition which in the modern
world ought to be given to any display of moral resolution* The
aims of the new party were at the outset much more pacifist
than revolutionary; the genuine revolutionary elements which
were positively defeatist formed the Spartacus League and came
directly under the influence of the international revolutionary
Socialists who, under Lenin's leadership, had held two successful
* It first called itself the "Social Democratic Labour Fellowship/* thut
staking out acclaim to speak for "labour."

